Present: Bao, L.; Bica, L. (guest); Bonstead-Bruns, M.; Brandt, C.; Drucker, S. (guest); Floyd, C.; Forcier, S.; Kieffer, L. (guest); Knight, R.; Loomis, J.; McAleer, S.; Miller, W.; Mowry, D.

Presiding: Weiher, E.

Convened: 2:03 PM

- Review/approval of minutes dated August 21, 2011
  - Approved with a minor edit

- CAS Major Course Revision Forms (Fren 345, 354, 355)
  - Moved to approval as group by C. Brandt, seconded, motion was unanimously passed

- History Course Revision Forms should be reviewed for the next meeting (Hist 317, 318, 319, 320)
  - The History Department feels its crucial for all to be included as GE/separate entities and not combined into one course

- LE Reform Framework
  - E. Weiher distributed a revised version of the framework completed in the spring with updates to the areas where concern had been expressed
    - Clarification was needed in regards to “two communication-intensive courses”
      - An additional course beyond Engl 110 (i.e. communication-intensive such as speech)

- Liberal Education Core Reform Framework
  - The document B. Knight drafted (w/input from others) as a sample for APC was reviewed
    - No mention of integrative learning
    - Ethics are currently not being covered/addressed in GE
    - Changes will be made to the “Key Components” section
      - Outcomes Based moved to #1
      - A Common Liberal Education Core... moved to #2
• “42 total credits...” and “Inclusion of the Cultural Diversity...” will be reworded
• Bob will send out a revised version

Adjourned at: 3:15 PM
Submitted by: Sarah Forcier